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Abstract This study images the upper mantle beneath the D’Entrecasteaux Islands, Papua New Guinea, providing insight into mantle deformation beneath a highly rifted continent adjacent to propagating spreading centers. Differential travel times from P and S-wave teleseisms recorded during the 2010–2011 CDPapua passive seismic experiment are used to invert for separate Vp and Vs velocity models of the continental rift. A low-velocity structure marks the E-W axis of the rift, correlating with the thinnest crust, high heat flow, and a linear trend of volcanoes. This slow region extends 250 km along strike from the oceanic spreading centers, demonstrating significant mantle extension ahead of seafloor breakup. The rift remains narrow to depth indicating localization of extension, perhaps as a result of mantle hydration. A high-Vs structure at depths of 90–120 km beneath the north of the array is more than 6.5% faster than the rift axis and contains well-located intermediate depth earthquakes. These independent observations place firm constraints on the lateral thermal contrast at depth between the rift axis and cold lithosphere to the north that may be related to recent subduction, although the polarity of subduction cannot be resolved. This geometry is gravitationally unstable; downwelling or small-scale convection could have facilitated rifting and rapid lithospheric removal, although this may require a wet mantle to be realistic on the required time scales. The high-Vs structure agrees with the maximum P,T conditions recorded by young ultra-high pressure rocks exposed on the rift axis and may be implicated in their genesis.

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

The Woodlark Rift, in southeastern Papua New Guinea, is one of the youngest and most rapidly extending continental rifts in the world. It hosts the youngest known ultra-high pressure (UHP) rocks, exhuming at ~20 mm/yr by a mechanism that remains unclear [Baldwin et al., 2008; Gordon et al., 2012; Webb et al., 2008; Ellis et al., 2011; Little et al., 2011]. This region is one of the few active examples of a mid-ocean ridge tip propagating into thinning continental crust, spanning the transition from lithospheric extension to seafloor spreading (Figure 1).

The CDPapua experiment images the mantle of this continental rift in detail. Body wave tomography reveals the mantle structure of the rifted continent just west of the spreading center. From these images, we address the following questions: How does the mantle behave during continental rifting? Is seismologically observed structure explicable by temperature variation alone, or are additional mechanisms (e.g., melt, lithology, volatiles) required? Can we image structures that are candidate sources for UHP rocks? Is there a relationship between this region’s history of recent subduction and the present rifting?

1.2. Tectonic Setting

Since the late Miocene, the Woodlark and Solomon Sea (SOL) microplates have been rotating northward relative to Australia (AUS), about a nearby Euler pole to their west [Taylor et al., 1999; Wallace et al., 2004, 2014]. The resultant north-south-opening basin evinces maximal extension in the east, where seafloor spreading developed ~6 Ma, and grades toward minimally thinned continental crust in the west. With time, the spreading centers have propagated westward into the continent. Magnetic lineations in the young seafloor to the East imply up to 140–190 km of extension at the longitude of the D’Entrecasteaux Islands (DEI) [Taylor et al., 1999]. While others have challenged these estimates as incompatible with surficial expressions of extension [Kington and Goodliffe, 2008], in the absence of an obvious transfer structure it is not clear how else to accommodate the far-field motions. GPS data, reflection seismology, and geologic observations...
Wallace et al., 2014; Fitz and Mann, 2013; Kington and Goodliffe, 2008] reveal that extension is distributed at the surface across a number of structures, including strain within Goodenough Basin and possibly on faults bounding the DEI. Quaternary volcanism along an east-west line of volcanoes extends approximately along strike from the youngest seafloor spreading centers. These volcanoes produce calc-alkaline lavas with \( \text{K} \) and \( \text{Ba}/\text{La} \) signatures indicative of a subduction-enriched source [Smith and Milsom, 1984] although no proximate subduction is presently evident, and no slab has previously been identified from seismicity or regional tomography. During the Cenozoic, the Papuan orogenic belt developed on the mainland and along the Papuan Peninsula as ophiolites, arcs, and subduction complexes accreted to the leading edge of the Australian plate on north-dipping thrust faults [Davies and Jaques, 1984]. Scattered intermediate depth seismicity extending from the northern coastal ranges (146°E) southeastward beneath the Papuan Peninsula near 100–150 km depth is related to subduction [Pegler et al., 1995] or lithospheric instability [Abers and Roecker, 1991]. The DEI are cored by high pressure metamorphic rocks at the surface, including a UHP coesite-eclogite that records conditions of \( \sim 3 \) GPa as recently as 5–8 Ma [Baldwin et al., 2004; Gordon et al., 2012]. Physical mechanisms suggested for accommodating uplift at \( \sim 20 \text{ mm/yr} \) include low-angle detachment zones [Webb et al., 2008], eduction (K. D. Petersen, and W. R. Buck, Eduction, extension and exhumation of ultra-high pressure rocks in metamorphic core complexes due to subduction initiation, submitted to Geochimistry Geophysics Geosystems, doi:10.1002/2015GC005847, 2015) and diapirism [Ellis et al., 2011; Little et al., 2011]. Abers et al. [1997] found that shallowly dipping faults bounding the easternmost domes are actively accommodating exhumation via low-angle normal faulting earthquakes, synchronous with extension.

2. Data

2.1. Deployment and Measurement of Travel Times

The CDPapua passive seismic experiment comprised 31 on-land broadband PASSCAL stations, as well as 8 broadband OBS, deployed for \( \sim 15 \) months between March 2010 and July 2011 (Figure 2 and supporting material).
information Table S1). The aperture of the array was approximately 250 km with station spacing of 20–50 km, suitable for teleseismic tomography between 50 and 250 km depth.

We measured body wave arrivals from 218 teleseismic earthquakes between 5 March 2010 and 30 July 2011. This data set included 3554 direct P arrivals from 192 events and 2810 direct S arrivals from 172 events in a distance range of 30–90° from the center of our array (with the exception of four events >90° away that had strong diffracted phases). 91 PKP travel times for six selected events were also used; these near-vertically incident rays improve the lateral resolution of our model. A data set of >600 teleseismic P arrivals from 90 events measured on the 1999–2000 Woodseis array [Abers et al., 2002] supplement our data, extending the region of coverage further to the east.

We use a modern implementation of the ACH tomography approach [Aki et al., 1977], accounting for expected move-out across the array to measure differential travel times of P and S phases. This approach relies on the assumption that moveout-corrected travel time variations are due to velocity heterogeneities within our model volume, while an event time residual captures integrated effects of velocity variations outside our model volume.

Figure 2. Map showing the geography of the region, with station locations, including those from the 2000–2001 Woodseis experiment. Inset: Distribution of teleseismic earthquakes used for P (blue) and S (magenta) tomography, where symbol size indicates number of cross-correlated arrivals and contours are 10° increments from the array center (red triangle). The rose-diagram describing back-azimuthal distribution is area-proportional.
Each set of body wave arrivals was filtered and windowed by eye to preserve as much high frequency information as possible, including just the first couple of oscillations. The mean center frequency used for the P waves was 0.5 Hz and for S waves was 0.12 Hz; the precise center frequency used for each set of arrivals was later used to calculate finite-frequency kernels. Multichannel cross correlation [VanDecar and Crosson, 1990] of the filtered, windowed traces was performed to obtain arrival times relative to predictions calculated with TauP (using velocity model IASP91) [Crotwell et al., 1999].

Eilon et al. [2014a] established that this region contains strong anisotropy with N-S fast geometry within the rift. Recent work [Eilon et al., 2014b] indicates heterogeneous anisotropy throughout this region; the degree to which this influences S wave first-arrival times will depend on polarization and is not straightforward to remove. We separately measured S relative delay times on BHN and BHE channels and for this isotropic inversion used delay times of S waves on whichever component had more arrivals or higher mean values of cross correlation maxima—the preferred component is generally related to the S-wave polarization. This procedure prioritises the highest quality travel time measurements, while the “noise” introduced by anisotropy will be averaged out over multiple events and will contribute to inversion misfit; alternative approaches, such as using the transverse component, would have similar distortion due to anisotropy but in general lower signal-to-noise level.

In total, the data set comprised 4257 P arrivals and 2810 S arrivals with RMS differential travel times of 0.396 s and 0.983 s respectively. The earthquakes were well distributed with respect to azimuth and distance around our region of interest (Figure 2), although there was a relative paucity of arrivals from the NE and SW octants and disproportionate illumination from the north due to aftershocks of the great Tohoku earthquake in March 2011.

Following Schmandt and Humphreys [2010a] we describe the spatial coverage of the data by the “hit quality” parameter, a combined measure of the hit count and the back-azimuthal coverage for each voxel. This function is calculated as the number of rays with sensitivity in each voxel from each back-azimuthal hexant, with the count saturating at a maximum of 6 rays per hexant, giving a total score out of 36 that is normalized to a value between 0 and 1. Within the array our spatial coverage is excellent, indicating that models should be able to faithfully resolve lateral heterogeneities. Outside the array, and at greater depth, hit quality deteriorates.

2.2. Travel Time Residuals

Both P and S differential travel time maps (Figure 3) show an E-W swath of positive delay times beneath the center of the array, indicating that a relatively slow region of upper mantle underlies the DEI, Goodenough Basin, and Cape Vogel, compared to faster structure to the north and south.
This data set also reveals marked back azimuthal variation of delay time at several stations, for example, on the NW coast of Goodenough Island, or on the northern coast of the Papuan Peninsula at 150.8°E. Such strong variation is an indicator of lateral velocity gradients directly beneath the station. While anisotropy is strong in this region, isotropic velocity heterogeneities better explain the spatial pattern of the sites with strong back-azimuthal variation.

In the far north of the array several stations have large travel time deficits, implying fast structure. By contrast, several of the OBS stations (particularly to the NW of Goodenough Island, and in the SW of Goodenough Basin) have marked travel time delays compared to stations close to them. These stations lie on some of the thickest sediments in this region (between 3.0 and 5.0 s two-way travel time to basement) [Fitz and Mann, 2013] and have large station static terms in the inversion.

3. Tomographic Method

3.1. Finite Frequency Kernels

We apply a finite frequency approach to inverting for seismic velocities, following the approach of Schmandt and Humphreys [2010a] who use a first Fresnel zone paraxial approximation to the Born theoretical kernel [Dahlen et al., 2000], based on 1-D ray tracing in the AK135 reference model [Kennett et al., 1995]. These simplified kernels are advantageous in terms of computational efficiency, and are suitable given imprecise knowledge of the true ray path in a 3-D heterogeneous Earth.

The kernel is calculated by finding the ray-normal first Fresnel zone radius, \( R_f \), at 15 km increments along the ray, as a function of velocity (\( v \)), distance along the ray (\( D_R \)), frequency (\( f \)), and total path length (\( \Delta \)):

\[
R_f = \sqrt{\frac{v^2 f \sqrt{D_R(\Delta D_R)}}{\Delta}}
\]  

These radii are interpolated along the ray path and then used to compute a ray-normal sensitivity function that approximates the bimodal Born kernel, without side-lobes [Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010a, equation (2)]. The kernel is normalized to the ray theoretical sensitivity along the path [Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010a, equation (3)] such that for velocity heterogeneities wider than the sensitivity kernel the predicted travel time anomaly using the finite frequency approach is identical to the ray theoretical prediction. Finally, ray-normal smoothing is applied (calibrated by the results of Saltzer and Humphreys [1997]), where smoothing increases with distance from the station.

3.2. Parameterization and Regularization

Differential velocities are computed on an irregular rectangular mesh of nodes. The node spacing increases with distance from the center of the array, from 30 (within the array) to 45 km, and increases with depth from 30 km in the shallowest mantle to 40 km at the base of the model domain, at 290 km.

We apply both spatial smoothing and model norm damping to regularize the inverse problem, which then minimizes the cost function:

\[
E = \|\omega(Gm-d_{\text{obs}})\|^2 + \gamma \|Lm\|^2 + \epsilon \|m\|^2
\]  

where \( m \) is the vector of perturbations to the initial velocity model, \( d_{\text{obs}} \) is the vector of differential travel times, and \( G \) is the matrix with \( G_{ij} = \partial d_i / \partial m_j \), \( \omega \) is a diagonal matrix of data weights, \( \gamma \) is the smoothing parameter, \( L \) is a smoothing matrix that applies an exponentially decaying covariance between nearby grid points [Menke and Eilon, 2015], and \( \epsilon \) is the damping parameter.

We analyze the trade-off between model roughness and data misfit (supporting information Figure S1) to determine regularization parameters where model roughness and data misfit are mutually minimized [Menke, 1984]. \( \gamma \) and \( \epsilon \) are given by the minimum of the penalty function, \( \gamma = \|Gm-d_{\text{obs}}\|^2 + 2\|m\|^2 \), where our choice to penalize model roughness by twice as much as data misfit is arbitrary and selected to give a model with the most realistic structure. For close-to-optimal values of damping (\( \epsilon \) between ~1 and ~10) the strength of smoothing (\( \gamma \)) does not have a large effect on the penalty function (supporting information Figure S1) demonstrating that \( \epsilon \) has more influence over the location of the L-curve.
corner. We favor slight over-damping to yield only the most robust features, which are not dependent on nodal geometry.

The model parameter vector, \( \mathbf{m} \), consists of a vector of velocity perturbations at each node in the model (of which there are \( n_x \times n_y \times n_z \)), as well as \( n_{sta} \) static station terms and \( n_{evt} \) static event terms. The static terms are intended to account for travel time residuals caused by local site effects and velocity heterogeneities outside of the model volume. \( P \) and \( S \) models are determined separately. Large static terms decrease effective time delays that must be accounted for within the model volume and thus mute model structure. In order to avoid these static corrections spuriously removing velocity heterogeneity from the model, we apply limited damping to these station and event terms equal to 50% and 10% of the velocity damping values, respectively.

A series of tests allows us to ascertain the influence of an \textit{a priori} crustal correction versus station static terms solved for in the inversion. The prior crustal terms are computed using a Moho surface from receiver functions and a surface wave \( V_s \) model (G. Jin et al., Shear-velocity structure of the D’Entrecasteaux Islands, Papua New Guinea from Rayleigh-wave tomography, submitted to \textit{Geochemistry Geophysics Geosystems}, 2015) with mean \( V_P/V_S \) of \textit{Ferris et al.} [2006]. The data are inverted with and without any prior crustal correction, and for the cases of high, moderate, and zero station static damping. These cases correspond to permitting zero, moderate, and unconstrained variation to prior crustal corrections, respectively. Without station static terms the variance reduction for both \( P \) and \( S \) models is diminished by \( \sim 10\% \).

The most important result was that the overall structure of the rift below 50 km (where the rays begin to cross) is unaffected by the prior crustal model used; models vary by an average of just 2.5% between cases employing a prior crustal correction and those without. Changing crustal model affects only the uppermost (40 km) layers in the model and we therefore do not interpret this layer. The station static terms in the inversion absorb the effect of the crust, giving a similar final result whether or not a prior crustal model is imposed.

### 3.3. Solving the Inverse Problem

The linear inverse problem is solved by applying the LSQR algorithm [Paige and Saunders, 1982] to the weighted, damped least squares problem by minimizing \( \mathbf{E} \) in Equation 2. The data weights are based on the maximum value of the maximum cross correlation (\( C_i \)) between each trace and the stack for that event, where \( C_i = 10^{-0.25 \cdot 0.3} \). The 1-D ray tracing used to compute travel time kernels ignores focusing/defocusing caused by 3-D velocity heterogeneity, with the result that fast features will tend to be artificially broadened, slow features to be artificially thinned, and side lobes to appear [Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000]. However, given the coarse grid spacing of \( >30 \) km and the small model volume this factor is not likely to introduce large spurious structure into our models. Some of these problems are also obviated by the use of finite-frequency kernels, which are only computed for 1-D reference structures [Dahlen et al., 2000]. The goodness of fit to our data is quantified by the variance reduction:

\[
\Delta \text{Var} = \left( 1 - \frac{\text{Var}(\mathbf{d}_{\text{obs}} - \mathbf{d}_{\text{pred}})}{\text{Var}(\mathbf{d}_{\text{obs}})} \right) \tag{3}
\]

where \( \text{Var} \) is the variance function, normalized by \( n-1 \), \( \mathbf{d}_{\text{obs}} \) is the observed data and \( \mathbf{d}_{\text{pred}} \) is the data predicted from the model, i.e., \( \mathbf{d}_{\text{pred}} = \mathbf{Gm} \). This measure of the variance reduction is somewhat inflated as it includes data from poorly resolved regions that are underdetermined and hence bound to be well-fit. Following Schmandt and Humphreys [2010b] we also compute the variance reduction (\( \Delta \text{Var}_{\text{tot}} \)) using data predicted only from the part of the model domain that is well resolved (section 4.1).

### 3.4. Synthetic Tests

A suite of synthetic tests demonstrates the ability of these data to usefully resolve structure. Checkerboard tests (Figure 4) demonstrate that our data can accurately recover structure on the order of 90 km in the upper 150 km of both \( V_P \) and \( V_S \) models. These tests indicate that vertical resolution remains adequate down to \( \sim 150 \) km depth for \( V_P \) and \( \sim 100 \) km depth for \( V_S \). Northward smearing evident deeper than 150 km is likely the result of a preponderance of arrivals from this azimuth (Figure 2).

Our models have an maximum amplitude recovery of \( \sim 80\% \) (\( P \)) and \( \sim 75\% \) (\( S \)) in the shallower 150 km of the domain, deteriorating to \( \sim 60\% \) (\( P \)) and \( \sim 50\% \) (\( S \)) in the lower 150 km. Following Zelt [1998] we compute
Figure 4. Results of checkerboard tests. Left column: input structure; center column: $P$ model output structure; right column: $S$ model output structure. Top three rows: horizontal tomosgrams at different depths; bottom row: a north-south vertical section at 148.8°E. The output models are contoured by model semblance (a measure of agreement between the input and output checkerboards) following Zelt [1998].
the semblance between the input and output checkerboard models (contours in Figure 4). Values of semblance greater than 0.7 indicate good model fidelity.

Checkerboard tests suffer from the weakness that they simultaneously accentuate smearing along diagonals and underestimate smearing along cardinal directions; as such, they do a poor job of identifying artifacts in the output of the inversion. We performed tests inverting artificial data from a model comprising structures of interest: an E-W slow “ridge axis” and a deeper fast structure in the north of the model (supporting information Figure S2).

These tests demonstrate that the data can resolve $V_P$ structure of a narrow rift, with little horizontal smearing in the upper 150 km. Vertical smearing increases with depth from $<50$ km in the upper 150 km of the model to $\approx 100$ km in the lower half of the model, with along-ray smearing becoming particularly problematic deeper than 160 km. The $V_S$ inversion gives much the same result, with somewhat greater vertical smearing and poorer amplitude recovery.

Since the velocity perturbations within each layer average to zero, these inversions may lead to artificial side lobes adjacent to velocity anomalies. Synthetics indicate these artifacts are likely to be low amplitude (supporting information Figure S2). However, apparent vertical velocity gradients may arise from our lack of constraints on absolute velocity [cf. Lévêque and Masson, 1999].

3.5. Squeezing Tests
The steep incidence angle of teleseisms results in poorer vertical resolution than horizontal resolution. A squeezing test is used to ascertain the minimum depth extent of anomalies required by the data, as follows:

In step (i), we solve

$$G' m_1 = d$$

(4)

using the constrained least squares inversion. $G'$ includes strong damping that permits velocity perturbations, $m_1$, only in the upper part of the model, above the “squeezing depth” ($z_{sq}$). The residual from this inversion,

$$r = d - G' m_1$$

(5)

then becomes the data for step (ii), solving this time for the whole model space:

$$G m_2 = r$$

(6)

By linearity,

$$m = m_1 + m_2$$

(7)

In this way we obtain a model, $m$, that is not minimum length but fits as much of the data as possible with structure above the squeezing depth. If none of the data require deep structure, then the residual from step (i) will be small, $m_2$ will be small, and the final model will have very little structure below the squeezing depth and the same variance reduction as the constrained inversion.

We perform squeezing tests for the $V_P$ model with $z_{sq}$ of varying from 120 to 250 km, quantifying the test results by the fraction of the final $\Delta$Var that is achieved in step (i) and the norm of $m_2$. For values of $z_{sq} > 180$ km, $m_1$ produces $>95\%$ of the final variance reduction and $\|m_2\|_2$ is $85\%$ reduced, i.e., the great majority of the signal can be fit with structure shallower than 180 km and only weak features are required below this depth. This finding does not preclude still deeper structure but any deeper features are not necessitated by our measured time delays. A similar set of tests for the $V_S$ model also shows that features deeper than 180 km are also not required by those data. For $z_{sq} \leq 150$ km the appearance of low velocities along the rift in $m_2$ indicate that the deep extension of low velocity features in our model is a robust feature.

4. Results

4.1. Tomographic Models
Based on the results of L-curve tests (section 3.2) and the squeezing tests (section 3.5) our preferred $P$ and $S$ models use $\gamma_P = 2$, $\epsilon_P = 5$ and $\gamma_S = 4$, $\epsilon_S = 6$, respectively. The model uncertainty is estimated by bootstrapping using 100 resampled data sets randomly drawn from the full data set. In regions deeper than 50 km with
hit-quality greater than 0.8 the bootstrapped average standard deviation is 0.53% for $dV_P$ and 0.9% for $dV_S$.

This analysis demonstrates that the main features of the model are well resolved deeper than 50 km. We also note that the region of high checkerboard semblance ($>0.7$) closely coincides with the region of high hit-quality and low bootstrapped standard deviation (Figure 5); the fact that these three measures of expected model resolution agree, and that the well resolved region contains much of the interesting structure that we observe, permits us to confidently interpret the images. The consistency of the $P$ and $S$ models (which are derived from independent data sets) is evident from comparison of Figures 6 and 7 and the robust linear trend in $d\ln V_S = d\ln V_P$.

The $V_P$ model achieves $\Delta \text{Var} = 82.3\%$ and $\Delta \text{Var}_{\text{hq}} = 79.0\%$, while the $V_S$ model, with fewer data and stronger regularization, achieves $\Delta \text{Var} = 76.4\%$ and $\Delta \text{Var}_{\text{hq}} = 71.3\%$. Given that the $V_P$ model has 50% more data, with slightly greater spatial coverage, higher frequency information and superior variance reduction, we focus

![Figure 5. Different measures of model resolution at selected depths. Top pair of rows: hit quality (section 2.1) for (top) $P$ and (bottom) $S$. Bottom pair of rows: bootstrapped estimate of standard deviation (section 4.1) of percentage $dV$ for (top) $P$ and (bottom) $S$ models.](image-url)
on this model to interpret the structure and dynamics of this rift. The $V_S$ model complements the $V_P$ results and gives additional constraints on physical mechanisms of velocity heterogeneities.

Final station terms (computed by adding the prior crustal correction to the station statics from the inversion) strongly correlate with mean differential travel times at each station (Figure 3 and supporting information Table S1). These results agree with published moho maps showing shallow crust beneath the DEI grading to thicker crust on the rift shoulders [Abers et al., 2002; Obrebski et al., 2014]. Exceptions include stations on the Papuan Peninsula south of $210^\circ$S, which may not have thick crust, and station KIR on the Trobriand Islands where shallow fast velocity structure must be present.

### 4.1.1. $V_P$ Model

The $V_P$ model (Figures 6 and 8) shows an E-W swath of low velocities in the upper mantle beneath the DEI and extending westward toward the Papuan Peninsula, beneath Cape Vogel. The E-W slow structure has clear north and south limits and the $\delta V_P < -1\%$ region remains narrower than 100 km down to $\geq 180$ km depth, beyond which synthetic tests indicate loss of resolution. These images are consistent with a previous $P$-wave tomography study centered to the east of our array [Abers et al., 2002] and with surface waves (Jin et al., submitted manuscript, 2015).

The steep southward dip of the slow material in the western part of the model (Figure 8, section A-A') may be present but is not a well constrained feature. Synthetic tests indicate that the apparent east-west bifurcation of the slow structure deeper than 200 km is an artifact resulting from diverging ray paths below the depth of good resolution. However, two interesting features that do appear to be robust are the broadening of the slow structure and the increase in amplitude of the slow anomaly going from west to east, in the direction of increasing extension (Figure 8, B-B' and C-C').

To the north of this slow rift there is a marked (2–3%) positive $V_P$ anomaly between $8.5^\circ$ and $9.0^\circ$S. The lateral continuity of the fast structure is less apparent in $V_P$ than $V_S$ but it seems to extend along strike (E-W) in the uppermost $\sim 100$ km. There is a clear fast velocity region to the NW of Goodenough Island at 120 km

---

**Figure 6.** Variation in $P$-wave velocity plotted at different depths in the model domain, contoured for hit quality between 60 and 90%. Regions with hit quality $< 60\%$ are masked out.
depth that is in a region of the model that is well resolved. While this fast velocity structure is visible in the
tomograms down to 180 km it becomes muted deeper than 135 km. Given the magnitude of this positive
velocity anomaly, its well-defined boundaries, and the results of synthetic tests, the fast feature cannot be
an side-lobe artifact of the tomography but represents faster-than-ambient mantle material. At a depth of
90 km there is a 6.5% peak-to-peak $V_p$ variation; this magnitude of velocity heterogeneity is significantly
greater than the typical value of $<3\%$ observed in other continental rifts [Achauer and Masson, 2002] and
approaches values observed in back-arc settings [Conder and Wiens, 2006], or in the region of subducting
plates [Lay, 1994]. The $V_p$ model shows the same features, although slightly broader (Figure 7). Based on syn-
thetic tests (section 3.4) and the fact that it is strongly dependent on the crustal model used, the discontinu-
ous fast structure in the less-well resolved region south of the rift axis seems to be a side-lobe artifact.

4.1.2. $V_S$ Model
The $V_S$ model (Figure 7 and supporting information Figure S3) displays similar features to the $V_p$ model
in that there is a clear E-W trending low-velocity in the center of our model region and fast structure
beneath the north of the array. In general, the $V_S$ model shows less organized structure at depths greater
than 120 km and squeezing tests demonstrate that no structure beneath 180 km is required by the data.
The apparent southward step of the rift axis from east to west at $\geq 150$ km depth is not well resolved.

In contrast to the $V_p$ model, the low shear velocities appear to be much more concentrated at shallow
depths beneath the DEI and, in particular, Goodenough Basin. Another distinction is that there is no clear
southern boundary to the slow velocity structure along the rift axis. The fast structure beneath the Tro-
briand Platform is more laterally contiguous in $V_S$ than in the $V_p$ model, although squeezing tests indicate
that it is not required to persist deeper than 120 km.

5. Local Seismicity
Earthquakes that occurred around the network were detected and located following procedures similar to
Li et al. [2013], giving a catalog of 795 well-located hypocenters [Dieck et al., 2013]. These earthquakes are
located in a one-dimensional velocity model determined from the 1999–2000 WOODSEIS seismic array overlapping with the eastern edge of the present study region [Ferris et al., 2006], and have formal location errors less than 7 km vertically and 5 km horizontally. Improved locations were then obtained using the double-difference algorithm HYPODD [Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000]. Together with a previous seismicity study farther east [Ferris et al., 2006] these earthquakes outline a belt of crustal deformation extending westward from the oceanic rift tip at 151.7°E (Figure 9).

Most earthquakes ring Goodenough and Fergusson Islands where faults bounding the metamorphic core complexes have been previously inferred [e.g., Davies and Warren, 1988; Little et al., 2011]. Seismicity demonstrates that these faults are actively accommodating ongoing dome exhumation, both on the north and south sides of these domes, in agreement with GPS data [Wallace et al., 2014]. The catalogue includes diffuse seismicity all along the Papuan Peninsula at crustal depths, including a southward step from the DEI to the Papuan mainland that indicates the Dayman-Suckling massif is the along-strike continuation of the chain of domes exhumed as part of the shallow extension process. Despite the good network coverage and geodetic evidence for motion here [Wallace et al., 2014], few earthquakes are observed along the Goodenough Fault (Figure 2). These results will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent paper.

One of the most unexpected findings in the seismicity catalog is a group of six to eight well-located earthquakes at intermediate depths, 90–120 km, near (8.7°S, 149.7°E), with others farther west outside of the
network. These earthquakes occur at the same depths as those from which nearby UHP rocks were exhumed at 5–8 Ma and are the first well-located subcrustal earthquakes located within the Woodlark-D’Entrecasteaux Rift region, although intermediate-depth earthquakes have been documented 200 km farther west beneath the center of the Papuan Peninsula [e.g., Abers and Roecker, 1991; Pegler et al., 1995]. Modern catalogs such as EHB [Engdahl et al., 1998] show that the intermediate-depth earthquake zone extends from the Papuan Peninsula ESE and shallows to the region of the earthquakes we report here (Figure 9). These earthquakes almost directly underlie the western part of the array and are well-recorded by

\[ d \ln V_s / d \ln V_p \text{ relationship} \]

\[ 1.58 \pm 0.56 \quad R = 0.69 \]

**Figure 10.** a) Plot of $S$ versus $P$ model velocity variations at common nodes, subdivided into the upper and lower parts of the model. Only nodes with hit quality $> 0.7$ are plotted, and the extreme 5% of velocity heterogeneities are ignored. Triangles (on both plots): shallow nodes beneath the D’Entrecasteaux Islands and Goodenough Basin (white boxes, Figure 10). The best-fit slope for all the nodes, constrained to [0,0], is found by orthogonal regression, minimizing weighted misfit to both $dV_s$ and $dV_p$, giving: $m = 1.58 \pm 0.56$ (2σ bounds), with a correlation coefficient of 0.69. b) Predicted covariation of anelastic velocity variations with temperature at 95 km depth, assuming $T_{pot} = 1250 \degree C$ and $dT/dz = 0.4 \degree K/km$. Different curves correspond to different grain sizes (see legend), as well as the anharmonic prediction. Full details in section 6.2.
the OBS’s above them; all have at least one station within 40 km of the epicenter and are located by at least 10 phases, leading to formal errors in depth less than 1.5 km and horizontal errors less than 3.0 km. Thus, it is highly unlikely that these are mislocated in depth significantly.

6. Discussion

6.1. The Rift Axis
We have imaged the axis of the rift represented by an E-W structure of low seismic velocities in the upper mantle. This body is co-located with the shallowest Moho observed in receiver functions [Abers et al., 2002; Obrebski et al., 2014], the region of highest heat flow [Martínez et al., 2001], and Quaternary surface volcanism [Smith, 1982]. The low velocities in the center of the rift lie directly along strike from the youngest spreading center at 151.5°E, and continue at least 250 km to 149°E. The amplitude of the \( \Delta V_p \) anomaly suggests almost total lithospheric removal, implying mantle divergence and adiabatic upwelling of asthenosphere considerably ahead of the propagation of seafloor spreading (in agreement with spreading-related anisotropic fabric [Eilon et al., 2014a] and some other continental rifts [e.g., Rychert et al., 2012]).

The velocity models indicate that the rift remains relatively narrow: the \( \Delta V_p < -1 \% \) region remains <100 km wide along strike and to the maximum depth it is resolved. Its width at 60 km depth increases from ~60 to 100 km going from 149.5 to 151.0°E, in the direction of increasing extension. The crustal seismicity overlies the low velocities down to >150 km depth, demonstrating the localized and vertical nature of the rifting (Figure 8). Squeezing tests indicate that the velocity anomaly is not required by the data deeper than ~180 km.

The narrow profile of the low-\( V \) region to depth is similar to that observed in the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) [Bastow et al., 2005; Hammond et al., 2013] but more localized than Rio Grande [Wilson et al., 2005; Gao, 2004] or Baikal [Gao, 2003] and contrasts with the wide triangular zone of upwelling thought to exist beneath mid-ocean ridges undergoing classic corner flow [Hammond and Toomey, 2003]. Buck [1991] demonstrated that narrow continental rifts are favored by cold geotherms, thin (~40 km) crust, and high strain rates - all features exhibited by this rift system. They also found that model core complexes form in areas of high geothermal gradient, raising interesting questions about their formation here where mean heat flow is low for a rift (~70 mW m\(^{-2}\) [Martínez et al., 2001]). Very low rift velocities at all depths can be reconciled with low heat flow in Goodenough Basin if they are localized to the immediate north of the basin, and/or if the mantle rifting is significantly younger than the crustal conductive heating timescale.

Strain localization may also arise as a result of prior viscosity heterogeneity; perhaps previous subduction has resulted in a weak corridor of mantle that could be exploited by incipient extension (e.g., in the hydrated mantle wedge and/or beneath the active arc [cf. Dixon et al., 2004; Kirby et al., 2014]). The rift may no longer be wet; our data do not require the large \( \delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_P \) expected for water in nominally anhydrous minerals (section 6.2). Furthermore, the presence of basaltic volcanism along the rift axis probably requires temperatures too high to sustain water stored this way at depth [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. Despite this, Ruprecht et al. [2013] found >3 wt% H\(_2\)O primary melt content in Goodenough Island lavas—these are derived from the shallow region where we note large \( \delta \ln V_S \) excursions (section 6.2).

Another local factor that might facilitate strain focussing is the presence of a cold, high-viscosity structure adjacent to the rift (section 6.3). In addition, high topography resulting from the Eocene Papuan orogen could have provided potential energy responsible for accelerating extension.

6.2. Physical Mechanisms for Velocity Heterogeneities
Plotting the relative perturbations in \( V_p \) and \( V_S \) for each node in our model yields arrays of points (Figure 10) with a slope \( \delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_P \) that is diagnostic of physical mechanism, given assumptions regarding composition, pore structure, and anelastic effects. Steeper slopes indicate a stronger variation in shear modulus than bulk modulus, where \( 1.2 \leq \delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_P \leq 2.0 \) is compatible with thermal heterogeneity alone [Anderson et al., 1992] while \( \delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_P > 2.0 \) requires some mechanism (e.g., partial melt, water) to preferentially depress the shear modulus.

Our data (Figure 10) give a \( \delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_P \) of 1.58 for the entire model volume, with an estimated 95% uncertainty of ±0.56 and a correlation coefficient (\( R \)) of 0.69. Subdividing the model space above and below
100 km shows that the upper part of the model has more scatter ($R = 0.67$) than the part deeper than 100 km ($R = 0.79$) and a steeper slope ($1.80 \pm 0.99$ versus $1.40 \pm 0.45$), although the difference is not statistically significant.

While slope analysis provides only a lower bound on $\Delta T_{mantle}$ (because $V_p$ is more smoothed than $V_S$ both intrinsically and by regularization), the observed slope matches predicted temperature-dependent velocity variations (Figure 10). Applying the scaling relationships of Jackson and Faul (2010) we compute $\delta \ln V_S$ and $\delta \ln V_p$ for pyrolite computed using HeFeSto [Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011]. For 10 mm grains the predicted $\delta \ln V_S$ is 6.2 similar to the mean value (over a range of depths) from our model, supporting a predominantly thermal control on $\Delta V$ in this area.

We may not formally reject the hypothesis that the shallow part of the model is also recording only temperature heterogeneity but other factors may also be important. Strong anisotropy in this region [Eilon et al., 2014a] may bias estimates of $\delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_p$ [Hacker and Abers, 2012] as might compositional heterogeneities associated with recent subduction (section 6.3). Moreover, several model nodes scatter toward large values of $\delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_p$. In particular, shallow nodes lying beneath the DEI and Goodenough Basin (Figure 8, white box; Figure 10, triangles) plot up to 4% below the main trend in $\delta \ln V_S/\delta \ln V_p$ suggesting the presence of melt or volatiles, in spatial agreement with the surface volcanism, and consistent with a surface wave study showing very low $V_S$ immediately below the crust in the rift axis (Jin et al., submitted manuscript, 2015). Nonetheless, our results do not support the presence of large volumes of melt within the rift axis, in contrast to the MER [Bastow et al., 2005; Rychert et al., 2012]. The relative paucity of melt in this rift (despite likely hydration) may be due to the low mantle potential temperature [Ruprecht et al., 2013] compared to, for example, the plume-influenced convecting mantle beneath the MER [Bastow et al., 2008] or the western U.S. [Wang et al., 2013].

### 6.3. Intermediate Depth Seismicity and Fast Structure

Intermediate depth seismicity in this region (section 5) is definitive evidence of cold, seismogenic material in the upper mantle; earthquakes in subducting slabs are thought to occur at temperatures less than 700–800°C [Peacock, 2001; Hacker et al., 2003]. The hypocenters that fall within our array, and that have the smallest formal errors, are situated within the fast velocity structure in the northeast of the $V_p$ model at the same depth, near 8.7°S, 149.8°E. We infer that temperatures in the high-velocity body do not exceed 700–800°C and that the positive $\delta V_p$ structure is not only fast relative to the average model velocity at that depth but is cold and seismically fast in an absolute sense. Our calculations show that a ~700°C structure adjacent to ~1300°C adiabatically rifted mantle would produce the observed large ($\Delta V_p \sim 6.5\%$) velocity perturbations (Figure 10) irrespective of whether the fast mantle structure is depleted [Schutt and Lesher, 2006]. The independent observations of seismicity and $\Delta V$ provide an unusually specific constraint on steep lateral thermal gradients in a rifting context.

The southern boundary of the fast structure is well resolved and observable from back azimuthal variation in the differential travel times (Figure 3). The northern, western, and eastern limits of the fast region at the edge of our array are not well constrained. This body appears somewhat discontinuous in the $V_p$ model but to have greater along-strike contiguity in the $V_S$ model (which has stronger smoothing). Our models constrain only deviations from average layer velocity but, assuming the rift axis material is at similar velocity with depth (along a mantle adiabat), the diminished relative amplitude of the fast structure deeper than 130 km is persuasive evidence of its limited depth extent.

Interpretations for this structure include: a subducted slab, a cold nose associated with previous subduction, or a lithospheric instability (Figure 11). Unusually cold structure at depth likely extends over a large region. The >70 km deep earthquakes within our array lie within a band of diffuse intermediate depth seismicity extending ~500 km WNW beneath the Papuan Peninsula, although dip and lateral contiguity of this band are unclear [Abers and Roecker, 1991]. Similarly, our tomographic images do not show a clear dip to the fast region, nor do the earthquakes in our study exhibit a Wadati-Benioff zone with discernible directionality. This young and tectonically active region is far from any cratonic continental interior and so the prerifting
lithospheric thickness is not thought to have been large but to have formed in Cenozoic accretionary events.

6.3.1. A Relic of Subduction
The fast structure may represent a hitherto unrecognized subducted slab or cold nose of a mantle wedge related to subduction at either the Trobriand Trough (TT) or Aure-Moresby-Pocklington Trough (AMPT). Both candidate subduction boundaries are roughly parallel to the scattered trend of intermediate depth seismicity beneath the Papuan Peninsula and (in the southeast) a roughly E-W trend of Holocene volcanism through the DEI that bears hallmarks of a subduction-enriched source [Smith and Milson, 1984]. With no resolvable dip the earthquakes corroborate neither scenario [Abers and Roecker, 1991]. The main faults on the Papuan Peninsula are all north dipping [Davies, 2012; Daczko et al., 2009] but these largely reflect the Eocene orogeny and do not preclude subsequent south-vergent thrusting. Regional studies have not found tomographic evidence for subduction in the vicinity [Hall and Spakman, 2002] although their resolution in the uppermost mantle is likely to be poor away from seismically active slabs.

Several authors [Pegler et al., 1995; Yan and Kroenke, 1993; Cooper and Taylor, 1987; Davies et al., 1987; Fitz and Mann, 2013] have postulated southward subduction of the oceanic Solomon Sea at the TT, which may have terminated with the onset of northward subduction at New Britain and the San Cristobal trenches [Yan and Kroenke, 1993] leaving a dangling slab (Figure 11a) at shallow depth. At present the TT is largely aseismic, with just a single (normal faulting) $M_w > 6$ earthquake instrumentally

**Figure 11.** Cartoons of the rift showing different interpretations of the fast structure in the north of the models as representing (a) a slab fragment from southward subduction at the Trobriand Trough, (b) a slab fragment broken off by rifting of underthrust lithosphere from northward subduction at the Aure-Moresby-Pocklington Trough, or (c) a lithospheric instability either left over from the Papuan Orogen or associated with rifting. Note 3.5× vertical exaggeration shallower than 5 km. GB: Goodenough Basin, other abbreviations in text.
recorded, and plate motion estimates are difficult to reconcile with any convergence at this boundary [Wallace et al., 2014, 2004]. Thus, evidence for ongoing subduction at this boundary is weak, although the trough may have been the site of significant convergence at some time in the past.

Alternatively, Cenozoic convergence at the AMPT has been linked to northward subduction of the leading edge of the Australian margin. Subducted material could have been rafted ~200 km northward by recent extension to now lie north of the rift (Figure 11b). This scenario is attractive because it involves the subduction of continental material into the source region of the continentally derived UHP rocks found within the DEI. The timing and dynamics of UHP exhumation would then be dictated by breakup of underthrust Australian lithosphere during rifting: incomplete breakup or underplating of this felsic material where less extension has occurred could explain low sub-Moho velocities west of Goodenough Island (Jin et al., submitted manuscript, 2015). However, Eocene AMPT subduction [Yan and Kroenke, 1993] may be incompatible with observed seismogeneity and low temperatures because a 100 km thick lithospheric slab heated from both sides would warm with an e-folding timescale of ~32 Myr. Webb et al. [2014] and Mutter [1975] suggest AMPT subduction in the mid-Miocene (~12–13 Ma) but symmetric magnetic anomalies in the Coral Sea to the south permit only limited AMPT subduction since 56 Ma [Weissel and Watts, 1979].

6.3.2. Lithospheric Instability?
Our observations provide an unusually well imaged juxtaposition of hot rift axis and cold dangling lithosphere, whatever its origin where the combination of velocity information and seismicity delineates a sharp lateral gradient of ~700 K over <70 km. Such large thermal (and, hence, density) contrast implies the system may be gravitationally unstable.

Mareschal [1983] proposed that rapid zones of extension such as this one require lithospheric delamination, a process which has been implicated in the development of metamorphic core complexes [Molnar, 2015; Lachenbruch et al., 1994] and which could contribute to rapid UHP exhumation during rifting [Little et al., 2011; Ellis et al., 2011]. Abers and Roecker [1991] postulated that the intermediate depth seismicity beneath the Papuan Peninsula north of ~8.5° S could be explained by lithospheric convective instability (drip) just as well as any proposed subduction, suggesting that volcanism on the DEI represents a region where a continental lithospheric root has already detached (Figure 11c); this interpretation is similar to that suggested for intermediate depth earthquakes and fast mantle structures in the Carpathians [Ren et al., 2012]. However, assuming mantle lithosphere viscosity of 10^{25} Pa s [Burov, 2009] convective instabilities would grow with a characteristic time scale of 500–800 Myr, about 10–100× longer than available here, permitting long-lived slab fragments [Wang et al., 2013]. Stratigraphy provides an important constraint on this process: sediments younger than 8.4 Ma on the Trobriand Platform do not permit more than ~500 m of recent vertical displacement [Fitz and Mann, 2013], precluding significant dynamic or isostatic topography associated with the fast structure and indicating slow or negligible instability growth.

Still, some mechanism must exist to remove the lithosphere beneath the rift axis prior to the onset of seafloor spreading. Small scale convection associated with the horizontal temperature gradient could facilitate rifting [Buck, 1986] and result in large velocity contrasts [Hieronymus et al., 2007] as seen in our imaging. It is possible that the introduction of water by prior subduction could hasten convective processes by lowering mantle viscosity and facilitating lithospheric removal.

If lithospheric instability or small scale convection have not influenced rifting it is not clear how the hot shallow temperature at the rift axis has been achieved so rapidly. The discrepancy between apparently limited crustal thinning and lithospheric removal in this rift is not consistent with pure shear extension models [Mckenzie, 1978] and perhaps necessitates lower crustal flow, a process which has been frequently linked to development of metamorphic core complexes [Buck, 1988].

6.4. Relationship to UHP Rocks
The inferred temperatures within the fast structure of ≤700°C at ~100 km depth are very similar to the maximum pressure and temperature recorded by the UHP rocks. The intermediate-depth seismicity lies along strike to the east, and somewhat north, of the metamorphic core complexes. Speculatively, the UHP rocks could have formed in a continuation or extension of the same cold body at depth, prior to extension. Parts of this body closest to the rift axis could have been entrained in exhumation processes related to the rifting, while other fragments of the same body were not. Alternatively, no direct connection exists between
this slab fragment and the UHP rocks at the surface; the P, T coincidence reflects the Earth’s common subduction geotherms rather than a causal link. That said, the presence of this deep, cold material close to the along-strike continuation of the present metamorphic core complexes (not including the Suckling-Dayman massif) is circumstantial evidence that the fast structure in our models is related to the UHP source. Petersen and Buck (submitted manuscript, 2015) model rapid UHP exhumation in the Woodlark Rift by extension and eduction (reversal of subduction) of continental material on a north dipping subduction plane. If the high-V_p structure we image is a slab fragment, their geodynamical model may explain the cessation of subduction and exhumation of material from UHP depths within a rift that has asymmetry similar to our tomographic cross sections, although with opposite polarity.

7. Conclusions

We have conducted a detailed seismic investigation of the Woodlark Rift beneath the DEI, imaging the rifted continent. A narrow low-velocity structure extends along strike from the nearby spreading centers >250 km into the extended continent; this structure correlates with surficial volcanism and the thinnest crust seen in receiver functions and indicates marked thinning of lithosphere along the rift axis far ahead of sea floor spreading.

The continental rift remains narrow to depth. We posit that high volatile content in a relict mantle wedge, as well as the contrast in strength between asthenosphere and a dangling slab, facilitated strain localization processes that are expected in rapidly extending rifts such as this one.

Well-located intermediate depth earthquakes in this region are co-located with a fast velocity structure in our V_p and V_s tomographic models. Several alternatives exist that would allow the subduction of cold material to these depths at some time prior to the onset of rifting; the models do not clearly define a dip to the fast region. The juxtaposition of this cold, fast lithosphere with hot, slow rifted mantle explains the large peak-to-peak velocity contrast in our images. The longevity of this feature is an open question, given the gravitational instability implied by the strong thermal contrast between dangling lithosphere and upwelling asthenosphere.

Both seismicity and velocity heterogeneities indicate that the fast structure in our models is at similar P,T conditions to those recorded by the coesite-eclogite sample, along strike from the present-day core complexes. This may represent un-exhumed material awaiting sufficient overlying crustal extension before beginning ascent, or simply a remnant of the subduction system that advected the UHP rocks’ protoliths to depth.
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